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1

INT. SCOTT - NIGHT
GROUP in foyer (CAM #1, CAM #2, SARAH, FRIEND #1).
CAM #1
Yeah, the red light’s on. Okay.
Alright. Shh. Shh!
(down lens)
So, here we are. This is our
document. We’ve all heard the
stories; people going missing,
seeing figures in the windows,
going mad. People seeing scary
ghosts! Well, we’ve got our
cameras, we’ve got torches, and
we’re here to prove that-FRIEND #1
--It’s a load of bollocks!
CAM #1
(laughing)
--It’s a load of bollocks.
Walking through corridors, cuts. (30s.)
CAM #1 trips, spins to CAM #2 (laughing). Tension. SARAH
laughing behind.
CAM #1
Hey, watch it!
(to SARAH)
Don’t laugh...
CAM #2
Did I scare you? Boo!
CAM #1
Cut it out! This was 230 quid!
CAM #2
Relax!
2ND POV: Laughs -- SOMETHING runs behind CAMERAMAN. He
yells.
CAM #2
Over there! Something ran past!
CAM #1
Yeah, yeah. Give it a rest.
CAM #2
I’m serious, I saw something,
like a figure; it ran past.

(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

2.
CAM #1
Oh, jinkies! Come on, quit
messing around.

Walk on.
Wider space (art area):
CAM #1
Shh, shut up, quieten down.
CAM #2
Who made you king of the jungle?
CAM #1
Shh!
CAM #2
You’re only doing this to impress
her...
CAM #1
Shut up, will you? I heard
something!
Everyone goes silent, CAMERAMAN creeps along.
A TORCH goes out behind. He spins: GROUP has GONE.
Keeps filming.
CAM #1
Guys? This isn’t funny. Guys!
Sarah!
Walking around, trying to find them, calling out "Sarah!"
Round a corner: SARAH, just standing. TORCH flickers;
she’s GONE.
CAM #1 freaks out, starts running.
Hears noises, follows the trail, keeps missing his
friends.
CAM #2 POV: Dropped on the floor. CAM #1 finds it.
Approaches.
CAM #1
230 quid--!
Is PULLED off his feet, above frame; stays there.
Falls to the ground. Still.
Twitches. CHANGES. Crawls towards camera, reaches out-Gives a CURSE in LATIN. ("Ego sum usus")

3.

2

INT. OFFICE
A GUY stops the tape, ejects. Seals it in a bag, shoves it
in a drawer marked ’HOAXES’.

3

INT. SCOTT - NIGHT
STINGER: CAM #1 POV (on its side?), in torchlight: CAM #1
shambling down the corridor, possessed.

